ABSTRACT

The Underactuated Lightweight Tensegrity Robotic Assistive Spine (ULTRA Spine) project is an ongoing effort to create a compliant, cable-driven, 3-degree-of-freedom, underactuated tensegrity core for quadruped robots. This work presents simulations and preliminary mechanism designs of that robot. Design goals and the iterative design process for an ULTRA Spine prototype are discussed. Inverse kinematics simulations are used to develop engineering characteristics for the robot, and forward kinematics simulations are used to verify these parameters. Then, multiple novel mechanism designs are presented that address challenges for this structure, in the context of design for prototyping and assembly. These include the spine robot's multiple-gear-ratio actuators, spine link structure, spine link assembly locks, and the multiple-spring cable compliance system.

1 INTRODUCTION

Robots with flexible spines have many potential advantages over those with rigid cores. Generating motion from the robot’s core structure could allow for more complex and efficient locomotion for quadrupeds and bipeds, as well as greater ability to traverse unknown terrain and interact with unknown environments while keeping stable and safe. However, spine or flexible-core robots suffer from the tradeoff between compliance, versatility, and amount of actuation (which relates directly to robot mass.) The one-actuator-per-cable model quickly becomes inefficient with an increasing number of cables. The Underactuated Lightweight Tensegrity Robotic Assistive Spine (ULTRA Spine) seeks to create a robot spine that provides compliance in all degrees of freedom as well as versatility in use, while keeping the number of actuators as low as possible. The concepts of tensegrity ("tensile-integrity") systems provide a convenient framework for structured compliance and underactuation, due to the properties of the structure’s tension network. This robot design implements such a tensegrity structure, using tetrahedra as the spine links, each link separated without physical contact or joint-induced moment arms.

FIGURE 1: ULTRA Spine in the NASA Tensegrity Robotics Toolkit (NTRT) simulator, under gravitational loading [1].
Drawing from the designs of many past flexible robots, such as snakes and bio-inspired animal appendages, this design work emphasizes new capabilities such as weight-efficient designs and compliance in all degrees of freedom that arise from underactuation. This spine robot also has ability to create complex 3-dimensional kinematics in translational, axial, and torsional directions with a minimum number of actuators for many cables. After reviewing prior work and placing this robot in context, the design process is discussed for this spine. Then, simulations of the kinematics of the robot are used to estimate engineering characteristics such as cable forces. Finally, mechanical designs are presented, based on the simulations, that implement novel solutions to the challenges of a highly underactuated cable-driven system. Future work will include more designs for the torsional actuation system, and physical prototyping of this robot.

2 BACKGROUND AND PRIOR WORK

Much prior work has explored the design and implementation of snake and spine-like robots, both in the context of robot chassis or cores and independent manipulators. One direction of research involves rigid body spine robots, which use mechanical joints or hard-body contact to constrain the robot’s movement. Such robots include Salamandra [2–4], the spines by Inaba et al. [5], the elephant trunk robot from the Walker group [6, 7], and the many snake robots from Choset [8–11]. Current full-body robots have begun to implement low-degree-of-freedom spine joints similar to these past robots, including the recent MIT Cheetah design [12, 13]. Though these designs are robust, the stiffness and high forces from the rigid joints can be undesirable when interacting with unknown terrain or sensitive objects.

Others have constructed manipulator robots that are completely soft, such as OctArm from the Walker group [14, 15] and the octopus arm by Laschi et al. [16, 17]. Pneumatics are common, even in prior tensegrity robotics work [18, 19]. However, these robots require significant external equipment, which can be difficult to integrate into a robotic system without a dramatic increase in complexity and weight.

Tensegrity systems have the unique ability to be flexible in all degrees of freedom, lightweight, and independent of large supporting hardware [20, 21]. Ideal tensegrity structures consist of rigid compressive elements (rods) held together in a tension network (cables) such that no two rigid bodies touch [22]. Without rigid contact, ideal systems have no bending moments, and thus compressive elements can be much thinner. Additionally, tensegrity structures passively distribute forces through the tension network, as opposed to concentrating moment arms at mechanical joints. The biological motivation for tensegrity systems also compels these systems’ use in robotics [23, 24].

Robot designs using tensegrity structures are a relatively new concept, pioneered by Lipson and Paul et al. [25]. Mirats-Tur has presented design and controls work on various other tensegrity morphologies that have been tethered or fixed to the ground [26, 27]. At Union College, Rieffel and colleagues are following an interesting line of work by considering vibration based actuation for small tensegrities [28]. Related work was presented by Böhm and Zimmermann, who demonstrated controlled locomotion of vibration driven tensegrity robots with a single actuator [29]. Finally, the authors’ work in the Dynamic Tensegrity Robotics Lab at NASA Ames Research Center’s Intelligent Robotics Group has been pioneering new morphologies and control strategies for tensegrity robots, including autonomous rolling spheres [1, 30–32], crawling snakes [33, 34], and climbing robots [35].

ULTRA Spine builds upon past work in multiple novel ways, two of which are highlighted here. First, ULTRA Spine is designed towards a performance specification: unlike the robots in [33, 34] which are designed to demonstrate some general class of motion, ULTRA Spine has actuators, mechanisms, and structural elements designed against engineering requirements of specific movements which can thus be compared directly to simulation results. More importantly, ULTRA Spine heavily emphasizes underactuation, and introduces new designs for parallel underactuation in cable-driven systems. In this work, the term underactuation is used in two meanings. As with most tensegrities, the system model of ULTRA Spine has fewer possible control inputs than system states, and is thus underactuated [36]. However, in the context of a cable-driven system, ULTRA Spine is also underactuated in that multiple cables are controlled by one of its actuators in parallel, as opposed to other tensegrity robots which attach independent actuators to each cable [1, 30–35]. This creates the unique challenge of fixing each cable’s length change with respect to the others controlled by the same actuator, addressed in simulation in section 4 and in hardware in sections 5.2 and 5.4.

3 DESIGN PROCEDURE AND OBJECTIVES

ULTRA Spine was designed using a combination of simulation iterations and a-priori knowledge about structure morphology and parameters, allowing for focus on the novel underactuated properties of the robot. The design for the first prototype is a filtered result of evaluation and testing through forward and inverse kinematics simulations, selection of discrete mechanical components such as motors and springs, all within the context of rapid prototyping constraints. Component selection was driven by mathematical results and simulations output for gear ratios, forces, masses, and geometric constraints. The feasible options were evaluated in terms of design for manufacturing and assembly. A key component of this design phase was to keep the mechanism simple and easy to modify so as to easily debug any failures.
3.1 Tensegrity Spine Morphology

There are several existing tensegrity structures which have a form resembling a spinal column. Motivations regarding topology selection included minimizing cable count while still maintaining a broad configuration space of this robot in its actuated 3-degrees-of-freedom. These actuation modes were inspired by the motions that are commonly seen in vertebrate animals: bending in two dimensions and torsion around the primary spine axis.

The Flemons spine model [37] exhibited many of these desirable traits. This design consists of stacked tetrahedrons (called links in this work) connected to each other by four columns of vertical cables and four saddle cables, and can be seen in simulation in Figure 1 as per section 4.2. The topology has a smooth and continuous set of statically stable configurations throughout the bending and torsional motions desired. We will also show below that certain subsets of cables within the structure lend themselves to linked actuation because their length changes can be shown to be linearly related during the desired bending motions.

All models of ULTRA Spine below assume that the cables in the model are each connected to a spring, but no damper.

3.2 Iterative Design Procedure

Since there was no clear design goal relating to the size or weight of this spine, simulations were used in combination with system component selection to converge upon a prototype geometry. Starting from the geometry of prior work on similar tetrahedral tensegrity structures [33–35], inverse and forward kinematics simulations were used to estimate forces and cable lengths given robot geometry and weight, which were then iteratively updated based upon the selection of physical components which were rated for such engineering characteristics. These simulations are described in section 4.

One important note about this work is the emphasis on certain subsets of underactuated cable designs. As explained later, only the vertical cables are modeled in both hardware and software for proof-of-concept underactuation: the saddle cables are left for future work.

Figure 1 highlights the saddle cables and elongating/contracting cables in ULTRA Spine, as termed in this section.

4 KINEMATICS AND FORCE SIMULATIONS

Two types of simulations were performed to generate and check the engineering characteristics for the prototype geometry of this spine robot. First, an inverse kinematics script1 was used to generate cable forces and length changes, then those estimated length change ratios (gear ratios for underactuation) were forward-simulated using the NASA Tensegrity Robotics Toolkit (NTRT) [1].

FIGURE 2: Inverse Kinematics Simulation Example

4.1 Inverse Kinematics and Forces

The first technique used to determine cable tensions and length changes within the spine was the force density method applied to the problem of inverse kinematics, resulting in the bending motion plots shown in Figure 2. Given the desired nodal positions of the tensegrity structure as well as all nodal forces the structure is subjected to, this algorithm is used to determine a possible set of force densities to allow static equilibrium. The forces on nodes here are caused by gravity, which distribute to the forces in the tension network. The method used was presented in previous work on a similar topology tensegrity robot [35].

The force density method uses a connectivity matrix which serves as a coordinate transform between the local and external frames allowing the problem to be formulated in a linear frame. For a tensegrity with bars, cables, and nodes, the topology will have a connectivity matrix, \( C (\in R^{(r+s)\times n}) \), where the first \( s \) rows of \( C \) correspond to cable members and the last \( r \) rows of \( C \) correspond to bar members. If member \( k \) connects nodes \( i \) and \( j \) \( (i < j) \) then the \( ith \) and \( jth \) elements of the \( kth \) row of \( C \) are set to 1 and \(-1\), respectively, as

\[
C_{(k,l)} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i = j, \\
-1 & \text{if } l = j, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} 
\tag{1}
\]

Let \( u \) be used as a place holder for \( x, y, \) and \( z (\in R^n) \) which will denote the nodal coordinate vectors in the \( x, y, \) and \( z \) directions, respectively. Since cable forces are only applied at nodes in a class-2 tensegrity system like ULTRA Spine [22], the equations for static equilibrium can be expressed as

\[
C^T QC u = p_n, \tag{2}
\]

where \( p_n \) are the vectors of external loads applied to the nodes in the \( x, y, \) and \( z \) directions, respectively, \((\cdot)^T\) denotes a matrix

---

1https://github.com/apsabelhaus/TensegritySpineInverseKinematics
transpose, and \( Q(\in \mathbb{R}^{(s+r)\times(s+r)}) \) is the diagonal square matrix described as \( Q = \text{diag}(q) \) such that \( q \) is the force density vector, described as, \( q = \{q_1, q_2, q_3, ... q_{s+r}\}^T \), where each entry \( q_i \) is defined as the ratio between the force, \( f_i \), and the length, \( l_i \), such that \( q_i = f_i/l_i \) is the force density in the member. Substituting \( Q \) into (2) yields

\[
C^T \text{diag}(q) Cu = p_{u^T}, \tag{3}
\]

Equation (5) can then be reordered as

\[
C^T \text{diag}(Cu)q = p_{u^T}. \tag{4}
\]

We can then substitute \( x, y \) and \( z \) back in for \( u \) and arrange as,

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
C^T \text{diag}(Cx) \\
C^T \text{diag}(Cy) \\
C^T \text{diag}(Cz)
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{5}
\]

and

\[
p = \begin{bmatrix}
p_x \\
p_y \\
p_z
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{6}
\]

Which allows the problem to be written as a simple linear system of equations,

\[
Aq = p. \tag{7}
\]

Equation (7) can be solved using the Moore-Penrose Pseudoinverse, with the general solution expressed as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
q_x \\
q_y \\
q_z
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
(A^+)_{ss} \\
(A^+)_{sy} \\
(A^+)_{sz}
\end{bmatrix} p + \begin{bmatrix}
I_x 0 0 \\
0 I_y 0 \\
0 0 I_z
\end{bmatrix} \left( \begin{bmatrix}
(A^+)_{ss} \\
(A^+)_{sy} \\
(A^+)_{sz}
\end{bmatrix} \right) w \tag{8}
\]

where the equations have been split between the first \( s \) rows and the last \( r \) rows to represent which elements contribute to cable force densities and bar force densities. A cost function should be selected which minimizes the required cable force densities for a given pose but that doesn’t incorporate bar force densities. Therefore a straightforward choice is the norm of \( q_c \) - A constraint must also be placed on \( q_c \) to enforce positivity to prevent slack cables. The optimization can then be written as,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad w^T V^T V w + 2w^T V^T (A^+)_{s} p \\
\text{subject to} & \quad T (A^+)_{s} p + V w \geq 0,
\end{align*} \tag{9}
\]

Here \( w \) represents a vector of free variables to be optimized, whose length corresponds to the number of columns in \( V \). Previously we selected \( V \) to equal \((I - A^+ A)_s\), or the first \( s \) rows of the matrix which represents the nullspace of \( A \). This choice will produce the correct solution but since \( V \) would be an \( s \) by \((s+r)\) matrix, its rank will be less than or equal to \( s \). By instead reducing \( V \) to an orthogonal matrix whose columns are a basis of the original matrix, we simultaneously reduce the number of free variables in the optimization and also enforce that \( V^T V \) will be positive-definite, ensuring convexity.

A quadratic program was then implemented using an interior point method similar to [38] to solve (9) and determine appropriate values for \( q \). Other methods, including particle swarm optimization algorithms, have also been used to find the desired optimal solution from the homogeneous solution set of (8) for parallel cable driven systems [39]. These optimization algorithms are more complex and their advantages, namely the ability to handle undesirable problem features such as local minima, are not needed for our application since this cost function is convex.

Once \( q \) is known, it is straightforward to use this information to determine cable tensions, recalling that each cable is attached to a spring. This information can then be used to select appropriate spring constants, motor characteristics and cable properties.

Given the \( q \) vector found through simulation, the force on each cable was calculated by multiplying a current cable length to the corresponding element in the \( q \) vector. Then, the rest length could be back calculated using the length of the cables at each iteration and their respective spring constants, by

\[
L_{oi} = L_i - \frac{L_i \times q(i)}{K} \tag{10}
\]

where \( L_0 \) is the rest length, \( L \) is the total length of a cable, \( K \) is the spring constant for each cable (common across all cables), and \( i \) is the index that indicates the specific cable of the tension structure. Here, \( i = \{1,2,...,32\} \) for each of the 32 cable segments in this model of ULTRA Spine with 5 tetrahedra.

The rest lengths of the springs on each vertical cable change as a motor pulls or releases the cable, so with an assumption that the spooled cable is not stretched, the ratios of cable rate-of-retraction could be found by taking the ratios of these cable rest lengths. This gave the gear ratios for the acutator.

The simulation structural model, however, differs from the ULTRA Spine prototype in that the simulation only indirectly
models the underactuation. Vertical cables of the simulation model connect only two adjacent tetrahedral segments, while the vertical cables of the proposed robot design connect multiple segments; the connectivity of the saddle cable is the same. To calculate these ratios for underactuation, the vertical cable lengths are modeled as:

\[
L_{0,1-5} = L_{0,1-2} + L_{0,2-3} + L_{0,3-4} + L_{0,4-5} \\
L_{0,1-4} = L_{0,1-2} + L_{0,2-3} + L_{0,3-4} \\
L_{0,1-3} = L_{0,1-2} + L_{0,2-3}
\] (11)

where subscripts represent the cable connectivity between segments, and the index number starts from the bottom to top tetrahedral segment. Then, the changes in each vertical cable length over the simulation step were computed and plotted. Note that since this work concentrates on vertical cables, the saddle cable data is not provided here.

Several parameters are required to be selected a-priori in order to initialize the inverse kinematics iterative design process. First, the lengths of each edge of the tetrahedron were set to 20cm. Also, as stated above, the applied forces here are those due to gravity, assumed to act at the centroid of each tetrahedron. The initial force density (for the optimization) was selected to be 200N/m from prior simulations. Similarly, the spring constant was set to 1220N/m for all cables, and the mass of each single tetrahedron segment was specified to be 1.6kg (a safety factor of 2 above the current design’s projected mass of 0.8kg.) The bending angle between adjacent spine links was varied from 0 to 0.2 rad, based on a qualitative examination of the bounds of the robot’s configuration space. These values will be used for the remainder of the simulation discussion.

In addition to the cable lengths, tension forces exerted on each cable were computed. Again, computing the cable force on vertical cables also had to consider the structural difference between the simulation model and the proposed prototype model. It was assumed that the pretensions on all vertical cables at the upright state are the same. The simulated tension force on vertical cables were subtracted by this pretension force, and then tensions are added to successive cables to calculate the estimated force on each. This can be represented in equations as

\[
F_{1-5}(\theta) = F_{1-2}(\theta) + [F_{2-3}(\theta) - F_{2-3}(\theta_0)] + [F_{3-4}(\theta) - F_{3-4}(\theta_0)] + [F_{4-5}(\theta) - F_{4-5}(\theta_0)]
\]

\[
F_{1-4}(\theta) = F_{1-2}(\theta) + [F_{2-3}(\theta) - F_{2-3}(\theta_0)] + [F_{3-4}(\theta) - F_{3-4}(\theta_0)]
\]

\[
F_{1-3}(\theta) = F_{1-2}(\theta) + [F_{2-3}(\theta) - F_{2-3}(\theta_0)]
\] (12)

**TABLE 1: Gear Ratio Computation with Elongating Vertical Cable Length Change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Connectivity</th>
<th>Segment 1-2</th>
<th>Segment 1-3</th>
<th>Segment 1-4</th>
<th>Segment 1-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Rest Length [m]</td>
<td>0.04748</td>
<td>0.09497</td>
<td>0.14250</td>
<td>0.23910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Rest Length [m]</td>
<td>0.05978</td>
<td>0.11960</td>
<td>0.17940</td>
<td>0.18990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLength [m]</td>
<td>0.01230</td>
<td>0.02463</td>
<td>0.03690</td>
<td>0.04920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear Ratio</td>
<td>× 1.00</td>
<td>× 2.00</td>
<td>× 3.00</td>
<td>× 4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2: Gear Ratio Computation with Contracting Vertical Cable Length Change**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Connectivity</th>
<th>Segment 1-2</th>
<th>Segment 1-3</th>
<th>Segment 1-4</th>
<th>Segment 1-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Rest Length [m]</td>
<td>0.04610</td>
<td>0.09219</td>
<td>0.13820</td>
<td>0.18410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Rest Length [m]</td>
<td>0.03056</td>
<td>0.06059</td>
<td>0.08745</td>
<td>0.11170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔLength [m]</td>
<td>0.01554</td>
<td>0.03160</td>
<td>0.05075</td>
<td>0.07240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear Ratio</td>
<td>× 1.00</td>
<td>× 2.03</td>
<td>× 3.26</td>
<td>× 4.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $F$ represents the vertical cable force and subscripts represent the cable connectivity between segments, and the index number starts from the bottom to top tetrahedral segment. $\theta_0$ is the initial bending angle given at the beginning of the simulation and $\theta$ represents the discrete bending angle such that $\theta = 0.01, 0.02, \ldots, 0.2$.

These tension forces on vertical cables were calculated and plotted in Figure 3. The force plot for the other two vertical cables are not included because they were not changed during the simulation run. As a result, the maximum cable force exerted on the cable computed by the inverse kinematics simulation was 44.09 N. This force was used in all designs described below.

4.2 Forward Kinematics Verification

Once the inverse kinematics script was used to analytically estimate cable lengths and forces for this chosen morphology of the tensegrity spine, a forward kinematics simulation was used to verify that the calculated forces and lengths are reasonable and accurate. Since different gear ratios for elongating and contracting were observed in the inverse kinematics computations (Tables 1 and 2), this simulation was designed to determine if approximations could be made. Specifically, the ULTRA Spine is designed to have only one set of gear ratios for underactuation, so testing was required to ensure that the spine would still function as intended if one set of gear ratios deviate from the ideal calculations above.

The NASA Tensegrity Robotics Toolkit (NTRT) and its simulation environment in C++ (NTRTsim), built on top of the open source Bullet Physics library, is a platform co-developed by the authors [1]. This software, released under the open source Apache2 license, is available online for all researchers². NTRT allows for numerical, physical system simulations with measurements of robot positions and forces. The model of this tensegrity spine morphology created in NTRT is shown in Figure 1, and has the same geometry and mass as the inverse kinematics model created in MATLAB as well as the same set of applied forces (e.g., only those due to gravity.) Prior work discusses the construction and use of NTRT [1].

Figure 4 shows the change in the cable tension of very bottom saddle cables, between links 1 and 2, which experience the most loading force of tetrahedral segments. This data is included here for thoroughness’ sake: though no design work was done for actuating the saddle cables, a rough reality check was desired to ensure that these designs would not fail in the saddle cable subsystem. Blue and black plots represent the saddle cables connected to a node where contracting vertical cables are connected, and red and green plots represent the saddle cables connected to a node where stretching vertical cables are connected. As the tensegrity spine structure bends, it is clear that saddle cables at the contracting side experience larger loading forces, while the other saddle cables at the stretching side experience less forces.

Figure 4 shows the change in the cable force of the bottom saddle cables, in the inverse kinematics simulation.

**Figure 4**: Plot of the change in the cable force of the bottom saddle cables, in the inverse kinematics simulation.

![Figure 4: Plot of the change in the cable force of the bottom saddle cables, in the inverse kinematics simulation.](image)

**Figure 5**: Forward Kinematics Simulation of ULTRA Spine with Differing Gear Ratios

(a) Shortest Cable, Links 1-2
(b) Longest Cable, Links 1-4

**Figure 5**: Forward Kinematics Simulation of ULTRA Spine with Differing Gear Ratios

²http://ti.arc.nasa.gov/tech/asr/intelligent-robotics/tensegrity/ntrt/
For this NTRT forward kinematics simulation, the rest lengths of the two vertical cables involved in bending were adjusted slowly (pseudo-kinematically) according to either set of gear ratios, and the total lengths of each cable were recorded. Figure 5 shows these data for two vertical cables in contraction: the shortest contracting cable in 5a and the longest contracting cable in 5b. Blue curves show the cable lengths using the elongation gear ratios (1-2-3-4), and the red curves show these lengths when using the contraction gear ratios (1-2-3.3-4.7).

Multiple observations arise from these results. Importantly, these data show that ULTRA Spine is versatile enough to still generate the desired motion even when ill-tuned. Both Figure 5b and the other simulation data (not shown here) indicate that the robot stays within its configuration space and does not encounter any geometric singularities during this range of bending. The kinematics model of the robot still holds when non-ideal underactuation gear ratios are chosen. And, although the trajectory of the total lengths of the longest cable under the two different gear ratios does not match, its error is small: the most significant length error occurs at 1000 timesteps, with values of

\[ \%e = \frac{4.14\text{cm} - 3.80\text{cm}}{3.80\text{cm}} = 8.9\% \]

This percentage of error corresponds to the modeling error in the kinematics that would occur between an ideal mechanical design (using different sets of gear ratios for different vertical cables) versus a practical design, where it is impossible to have different gear ratios for elongating and contracting if the robot is to bend in multiple directions along a given axis. This error is reasonable for prototyping, and could be compensated using an intelligent control system once complex multi-DOF trajectories are desired with vertical cables of the same gear ratios.

5 MECHANICAL DESIGNS

In parallel with these simulations, discrete mechanical components were selected and prototype detail designs were created around them. Specifically, those parameters and components that had the greatest effect on simulation outcomes were chosen first. The following sections describe the primary areas of focus: the core of each tetrahedron link and its attachment with rods, the spring and cable system, and the actuator design with a multi-gear-ratio spindle.

Figure 6 shows ULTRA Spine as a render, with cables connecting its five tetrahedra.

5.1 Spine Link Core and Rod Locking Mechanism

One of the most important goals of the mechanical prototype of this robot is to demonstrate physical motion that validates the forward and inverse kinematic simulations. Consequently, prototyping was emphasized, in the context of ease-of-assembly and ease-of-replacement of parts, such that any deviations from the model could be corrected with minimal effort. The spine link tetrahedron core has mounting locations for both passive and active elements (e.g., the actuator and the internal spring mechanism.) Figure 8 shows one spine tetrahedron link with elements attached. This design provides ease-of-assembly in joining together all four rod-elements of a single tetrahedron.

Additionally, a locking mechanism was designed for attachment of the passive elements to the link core. A small, threaded rod is inserted through the bottom of each passive tube. This smaller threaded rod was kept in place by two custom, circular nuts on the outside of the tube. These nuts would then fit into grooves that were cut into the 3-D printed core, and twisted or locked into place. A small machine screw is threaded into the core, securing this lock in place and preventing accidental rod-core separation during operation.

This design facilitates force transfer in shear from the extension springs’ hooks to the solid threaded rod and then directly into the tetrahedron core. Alternative designs, which would require drilling or tapping holes into the passive tube, would create stress concentrations and bending moments in the tube. This design allows for a thin-walled tube to be used to constrain the springs, since the tube itself does not experience loads from the spring-connected threaded rod. Figure 7 shows the locking groove on the tetrahedron core, as well as a cross-section view of the locking slot.

Figure 9 shows one of these passive rod assemblies with locking nuts, as explained below.

5.2 Passive Rod Elements and Spring System

A major feature of the underactuated designs on this robot is the presence of both actuated and passive link elements. Each of the cables required compliance in order to fit the simulation models, and this compliance is provided by mechanical springs similar to prior work on tensegrity robots [30, 31]. These springs represent the passive rod elements, where cables enter the rod and interact with springs, but are actuated by motors on other links’ active elements.

Of the multiple discrete components that required selection at an early design stage, the springs and spring constants for the vertical cables had the closest direct correlation to simulation parameters (through the spring constant K in simulations.) After iterating between simulation and component selection, then adjusting the spring selection as designs of other subsystems progressed, springs with constants of $1220N/m$ were selected. The chosen spring constant is associated with multiple potential off-
FIGURE 6: Prototype design for ULTRA Spine, rendered as a 3D model, with cable connections.

(a) Core with T-Shaped Groove  
(b) Cross-section of Groove  

FIGURE 7: Core with Groove

FIGURE 8: Model of one spine tetrahedron, with two actuators and two passive cable tubes connected to one link core.

For the spring-cable system, multiple qualitative performance goals were associated with the desired ease of prototyping of this robot. Geometrically, two springs must be located inside the same passive link element in order to have each cable be independent. These springs must be constrained to operate in their linear range, so as to avoid permanent deformation and create deviations from the model. Finally, the springs should not experience phenomena such as buckling that would again induce model inconsistencies.

Consequently, a design with extension springs inside plastic tubes was created, such that the tubes can be locked and unlocked from the tetrahedron core, and carry the springs along with them and which to not require disengagement of the cables themselves. Figure 9 shows the multiple constrained spring mechanism, where the only attachment point for the cables is one bar that locks into the core. This design constrains the extension springs with swaged stops on steel cables, keeping the springs from deforming.

In tandem with the motor selection and of possible dimensions for ease of prototyping, the parameters in table 3 were chosen for the springs, spring tubes, threaded rods, and locking mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Rod Assembly</th>
<th>Tube Length (in.)</th>
<th>Outer Diameter (in.)</th>
<th>Inner Diameter (in.)</th>
<th>Length of Tube Inside Core (in.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spring Dimensions</th>
<th>Outer Diameter (in.)</th>
<th>Extended Length (in.)</th>
<th>Spring Constant (lbs./in.)</th>
<th>Maximum Load (lbs.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>7.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3: Dimensions of Rod Assembly and Springs
FIGURE 9: Model of the passive spring-cable mechanism, with multiple independent parallel springs axially constrained by swaged nuts on steel cables. The gray Delrin tube and bolt are in cross-section. The red spring and cables are one independent system, as are the blue spring, cables, and constraining nut. Note that certain features, such as the swaged connections around the threaded bolt and constraining nut, as well as the second constraining nut for the blue spring, are not modeled here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation of Cables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4: Comparison of Cables

5.3 Cable Selection

For choosing appropriate cables to connect the individual tetrahedrons and to actuate the robot, multiple materials were evaluated. Since a primary concern for cable-driven robots is lack of cable creep, braided low-deformation plastic cables were the focus of this study. Additional parameters included cable strength, ease of splicing, wear resistance, and frictional properties. Work such as [40] motivates the evaluation of braided cables of Kevlar, Vectran, Spectra, and Dyneema, as do prior tensegrity robots [35].

The diameters considered for these cables were as small as possible from off-the-shelf components, which ranged between approximately 2 mm and 3 mm. The geometric constraints of the springs and tubes also motivated this emphasis on thin cables. The evaluation matrix for this design study is shown in Table 4. These diameters were used in the design of the multi-gear actuator spindle in section 5.4.

The qualitative comparison above implies that the 3 mm Vectran cable is a reasonable choice for this first prototype due to its low creep, high wear resistance and impressive strength-to-weight properties. More importantly, prior work [32] by the authors has shown that Vectran is easily spliced into reliable cable attachment points.

5.4 Actuator and Gears

Finally, the key crucial component of the ULTRA Spine that allows for underactuation is its multi-gear-ratio actuator. This unit is designed to simultaneously adjust the lengths of multiple cables according to the length ratio calculations in section 4.1. As the motors rotate the spindle in Figure 10, cables are wrapped around the device, creating the desired length changes.

Note that this design deviates slightly from the idealized model: the cables exit the spindle at slightly different points, and thus do not align perfectly as in simulation. Since section 4.2 shows that a small amount of error in the model is expected anyway due to the gear ratio difference, such small mechanical sizing inconsistencies are neglected for this prototype.

Geometrically, only four actuators are required for the entire 5-link robot (as in Figure 6), when designed to control two bending modes of ULTRA Spine. These four actuators are oriented orthogonally such that one actuator controls one vertical column of cables, since there are four vertical cable columns.

Motors with maximum torque of 2586 mNm were selected based on the forces present in the simulation results. It was assumed that the motors will be operated at half current, in order to allow for a safety factor in these designs. ULTRA Spine uses sets of 30W brushless DC motors (Maxon 405813, EC 16mm) reduced by a 157:1 gear box (Maxon 118186). Here, torque output was optimized over speed in order to emphasize kinematic behavior over dynamic behavior.

This multi-output spindle was designed to locate on the second and the fourth tetrahedral segments, instead of placing all actuators on the bottom link as in the simulations. Unlike the simulations, the actuators are distributed throughout the robot such that no actuated cable must travel more than 3 links. This intentional safety factor over worst-case geometry further encourages the use of one set of gearing ratios over the idealized multiple sets from simulations, since the 1-4 segment (with the most error) is not present.

This allows the use of more compact multi-geared spindles on the actuators. The multi-output spindle was designed to have 2 gears with the same radius and the other 2 gears with doubled...
and tripled radii in order to meet this 1-2-3 ratio.

Figure 10 shows the dimensions of the multi-output spindle. The dimensions are determined according to the maximum torque of the motor, the forces on the contractible cables, and the gear ratio. The smallest gear radius was determined by the relationship between the maximum motor torque and the total torque exerted on the multi-output spindle by the vertical cable forces as,

\[ T_{\text{max}} = X F_1 + X F_2 + 2 X F_3 + 3 X F_4 \]  

(12)

where \( T_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum motor torque, \( X \) is the smallest gear radius and \( F_i \) represents the tension forces exerted on the contracting vertical cables. Their subscripts represent the forces acting on each cable, and the smallest forces begins with 1, so based on the simulation data, \( F_1 = 15.41N \), \( F_2 = 21.45N \), \( F_3 = 31.24N \), and \( F_4 = 44.09N \). The spindle is designed such that the radius of the spindle decreases at greater distances from the motor. By solving the equation for \( X \), \( X = 11.16mm \), so the minimum diameter of the smallest spindle is 22mm. The other two radii were calculated according to the gear ratios implied in (12).

though the mechanical design phase and some kinematics derivations have been completed, more work is left before this robot is able to show proof-of-concept operation. First, prototyping of the mechanical designs must be completed, and the issues that will inevitably be encountered must be addressed. Cable routing mechanisms must be included for underactuation if friction causes the robot to deviate significantly from the idealized model. Additionally, more analysis must be performed on the saddle cables between tetrahedron links: though these cross-cables can employ the same spring and cable attachment mechanism as the vertical cables, more routing design should occur, as should calibration of the spring constants for those cables. Once the structures have been built, the selected brushless DC motors must be controlled to track force and length trajectories, likely implemented with an impedance control to accurately track both these quantities [33, 34, 41]. Torsional motion, one major advantage of this spine morphology, must be integrated into future iterations of these designs. Finally, force sensors will be included in future designs in order to provide more robust closed-loop control that will not rely on back EMF signals from the motors.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

These simulations and the resulting designs make novel progress toward underactuated motion in tensegrity spines, despite unique challenges. In particular, it was shown that the difference in gear ratios between cables in different directions of motion will cause deviation from an idealized model, resulting in the need for care when designing controllers. However, designs that achieve this underactuation do seem to be possible and within prototyping constraints.

Though the mechanical design phase and some kinematics derivations have been completed, more work is left before this robot is able to show proof-of-concept operation. First, prototyping of the mechanical designs must be completed, and the issues that will inevitably be encountered must be addressed. Cable routing mechanisms must be included for underactuation if friction causes the robot to deviate significantly from the idealized model. Additionally, more analysis must be performed on the saddle cables between tetrahedron links: though these cross-cables can employ the same spring and cable attachment mechanism as the vertical cables, more routing design should occur, as should calibration of the spring constants for those cables. Once the structures have been built, the selected brushless DC motors must be controlled to track force and length trajectories, likely implemented with an impedance control to accurately track both these quantities [33, 34, 41]. Torsional motion, one major advantage of this spine morphology, must be integrated into future iterations of these designs. Finally, force sensors will be included in future designs in order to provide more robust closed-loop control that will not rely on back EMF signals from the motors.
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